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Press Information 

Five innovative kitchen concepts were awarded: successful up-and-coming designers 

from Argentina, the Republic of Korea and China 

The winners of the HANSGROHE DESIGN PRIZE 2017 by iF are in! 

 

Schiltach/Hannover, May 2017. This year’s motto for the HANSGROHE DESIGN PRIZE by iF 

was: “Future Living: Innovative Forms of Using Water in Tomorrow’s Kitchen”. This international 

competition for young designers was held by Hansgrohe SE with headquarters in Schiltach 

(Black Forest, Germany) for the seventh time and organized by iF in Hannover. 493 concepts 

were entered in the competition, 165 of which made it to the “final list”.  

Five innovative ideas had convinced the panel of experts and were awarded with the coveted 

HANSGROHE DESIGN PRIZE 2017 by iF and shared a total of EUR 5,000 in prize money. The 

HANSGROHE DESIGN PRIZE by iF was organized as a main topic under the umbrella of the iF 

DESIGN TALENT AWARD 2017. 

“Potential for innovation in the field of kitchen sinks is by no means exhausted” 

Jan Heisterhagen, Vice President Product Management at Hansgrohe SE, was delighted with 

the accomplishments of the young designers: ‘I’m very impressed with the creativity with which 

the young, international students approached this year’s topic. The many entries and inspiring 

winning concepts are proof positive that the potential for innovation in the field of kitchen fixtures 

and fittings and kitchen sinks is by no means exhausted. We have been dealing with the most 

important water source in the household for more than 30 years and are happy that we have 

been successful in motivating the designers of tomorrow once again this year. We want to 

encourage new talent with the HANSGROHE DESIGN PRIZE by iF and offer young designers a 

platform on which to present their ideas and concepts dealing with the topic of water.’ 
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The five winners of the HANSGROHE DESIGN PRIZE 2017 by iF: 

Future Living: Innovative Forms of Using Water in Tomorrow’s Kitchen 

€ 2,000 in prize money: 

 

Entry:  Lifting Sink | Sink 

Design: Chengyong Li, Lei Yang, Sian Lin, Peishan He 

University: Zhengzhou University of Light Industry, School 
of Art and Design, Zhengzhou, China 

 

Consisting of three layers of nested metal, Lifting Sink succeeds in adjusting its storage 

capacity. Users can choose from different metal inlays to form different sized sinks so as to 

contain different objects. For example, when few things need washing, choose the smallest 

metal ring to form a small sized sink. Put in this way, things could be easily covered with just 

little water, and it takes less time to get full cover. Lifting Sink can improve the water utilization 

rate in the kitchen and raise public awareness of the importance of saving water. 

What the judges had to say: ‘Very ingenious solution to transform a working area supplied 

with water into a kitchen sink with different volumes simply by zooming in and out of different 

basin sizes. The successful combination of materials adds a high quality look to the stainless 

steel surfaces.’ 

€ 1,500 in prize money: 
 

 

Entry:  Movable Rotation | Sink 

Design: Wenjia Ding, Tengye Li, Tao Xiong, Chenjing Liu 

University: East China University of Science & Technology, 
School of Art Design & Media, Shanghai, China 

 

Movable Rotation is a sink specially designed for water use in tomorrow's kitchen. Not like the 

traditional ones, it can change the temperature when rotated, which can successfully prevent 

water pollution and splash. Water in the shape of annular column can be better used to clean 

ingredients and utensils. At the same time, it is easy to be taken away to do scrubbing 
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everywhere. Movable Rotation not only helps to prevent water waste and pollution, it also 

provides a better user experience and more thorough cleaning. 

What the judges had to say: ‘This advanced idea gets the sink out of the counter top and 

presents it like an attractive and decorative bowl by hiding the water source in the rim.’ 

€ 500 in prize money: 

 

Entry:  Rail Kitchen Faucet | Faucet 

Design: Hyoungwuk Moon, Jeonghyeon Lee 

University: Cheongju University, College of Arts, 
Cheongju, Republic of Korea 

Most menues in Asia include some kind of soup. To cook soup, you have to pour water into a 

pot and move it from the sink to a gas stove or take water from another container and pour it 

into the pot. The pierced rail in the sink with a movable substation was designed to avoid this 

inconvenience. Thanks to the slidable substation, the facet can be moved to the gas stove and 

thus the water can be poured directly into the pot. 

What the judges had to say: ‘This idea is so convincing because it links the most frequented 

parts of the kitchen where you need to have water – the sink and the stove. Without creating a 

new faucet device, it provides water in a very flexible way to every position on your counter top, 

optimizing the food preparation process.’ 

€ 500 in prize money:: 

 

Entry:  H2Wall | Water dispenser 

Design: Lucas Ruffinengo 

University: Universidad Nacional de Mar del Plata, Arquitectura, 
Urbanismo y Diseño, Mar del Plata, Argentina 

One way to avoid wasting water is to make users aware of how much they consume: H2Wall 

allows you to choose the exact amount of water you need to fill a recepticle and calculates your 
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monthly water consumption. It makes cooking easier and reduces waste. Also, the flat wall-

mounted shape of H2Wall makes it possible to install it in any room of the house. 

What the judges had to say: ‘This innovative kitchen water dispenser breaks with the 

convention of using a common kitchen faucet in combination with a measuring jug. It 

differentiates between cleaning and filling. As a result, it reflects the modern design language of 

a kitchen tool that doesn´t remind you of a kitchen or bathroom fitting.’ 

€ 500 in prize money: 

 

Entry:  Water Curtain | Faucet 

Design: Xucheng Yan 

University: Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan 
City, China 

Water Curtain - sensor faucet: this is a faucet design which can control the quantity of water by 

adjusting the size of the water flow. The shape of the faucet's outlet is like a curtain, the outlet 

position can change as the size of the object changes. It can be used by more than one person 

at the same time, which can increase the interactivity between kitchen and people. 

What the judges had to say: ‘Appearing almost like a delicate sculpture for the kitchen, this 

new faucet idea transforms the current appearance of a kitchen faucet into a multifunctional 

water bar. Instead of using a mono jet spray, a retractable integrated electronic slider can vary 

the width of the spray curtain and even the flow rate at the same time.’ 

See all winners: http://ifworlddesignguide.com/hansgrohe-2017-winners/ 

Images Link: 
http://pr.hansgrohe.com/events/DE_1706_HansgroheDesignPrize2017byiF/index.php 

Copyright all images: iF 

Copyright: We must draw your attention to the fact that we have only limited usage rights for the images provided, all further rights 
however belong to the respective photographers. These images may therefore only be published free of charge if they clearly and 
expressly serve to portray or advertise the performances, products or projects of Hansgrohe SE and/or its brands (AXOR, 
hansgrohe). Any other form of publication requires the approval of the respective copyright owner and remuneration must be made 
in agreement with said copyright owner. 
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All the prize-winning entries are presented on a number of different platforms: 

iF WORLD DESIGN GUIDE 

All of the award-winning concepts will be presented for an unlimited time in the iF WORLD 

DESIGN GUIDE, the world’s largest design exhibition on the internet. 

iF design app 

This free app also displays all the prize-winning concepts in detail in word and image. 

iF design exhibition Hamburg 

The award-winning entries are presented as posters and digitally on the surf tables and 

monitors in the rooms of the iF design exhibition in Hamburg. 

About the Hansgrohe Group 

With its brands AXOR and hansgrohe, the Hansgrohe Group, based in Schiltach/Southern 
Germany, enjoys a reputation as a leader in quality, innovation and design within the bath and 
kitchen industry. The Hansgrohe Group brings form and function to water with taps, 
showerheads and shower systems. The 116-year history of the company is marked by 
innovations such as the first hand-held shower with multiple spray types, the first pull-out 
kitchen tap, and the first wall bar to hold a hand-held shower. The company holds more than 
17,000 active property rights. The Hansgrohe Group stands for long-lasting quality products. 
With 34 subsidiaries and 21 sales offices supplying products in more than 140 countries, the 
company is a reliable partner to its customers around the world. The Hansgrohe Group, its 
brands and products have won numerous awards, including more than 500 design prizes since 
1974. Sustainable production of resource-conserving products is central to the company’s 
business activities around the globe. The products of the Hansgrohe Group are featured in 
projects around the world, such as the luxurious ocean liner Queen Mary 2, and the world’s 
tallest building, the Burj Khalifa in Dubai. The Group’s high quality standards are ensured by five 
wholly-owned production facilities: two in Germany, one each in France, the United States and 
China. In 2016, the Hansgrohe Group generated a turnover of EUR 1.029 billion. It employs 
more than 4,800 people worldwide, about 60 percent of whom work in Germany. 
 
 

  

Find out more about the Hansgrohe Group and its 
brands AXOR and hansgrohe on:  
www.facebook.com/axor.design 
www.facebook.com/hansgrohe 
www.twitter.com/Hansgrohe_PR 
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iF Design Leader in the Sanitation Industry 
In the current ranking of the International Forum 
Design (iF) of the best companies in the world for 
design, the Hansgrohe Group, with its brands 
AXOR and hansgrohe, ranks 6th among 2,000 
listed companies. The 1040 points earned by the 
Schiltach-based fixtures and shower specialist 
outperform famous brands such as Audi, BMW or 
Apple and reconfirm the company’s leading 
position in the sanitation industry. 
www.hansgrohe.com/design 

 

Further Information: Hansgrohe SE 
- Public Relations - 
Dr. Joerg Hass 
P +49 78 36 51 3009  
F +49 78 36 51 1170 
E-Mail: public.relations@hansgrohe.com 
www.hansgrohe-group.com 
www.axor-design.com 
www.hansgrohe-int.com 
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